
 

 

 

 

 

ROMANTIC ESCAPES THIS VALENTINE’S DAY AT CITY OF DREAMS MANILA 

 

February 10, 2017 – At City of Dreams Manila, a romantic Valentine’s Day celebration filled with 

thoughtful touches in a staycation for two are available at Nobu Hotel and Crown Towers Manila. 

 

Crown Towers Manila and Nobu Hotel Manila offer unforgettable experiences this Valentine’s Day 

via the “Celebrations” package, with a choice between one and two-night stays. Crown guests can 

enjoy an array of Asian and Western breakfast offerings at Breezes and a one-hour spa treatment 

for two at the luxurious Crown spa, while those checked-in at Nobu are feted to the 

Japanese-Peruvian breakfast delights at Nobu Manila and a one-hour renewal massage treatment 

for two at Nobu Spa. Both packages include P3,000 dining credits that can be used at Crystal 

Dragon, Nobu, Red Ginger, Café Society and Noodle8 situated at various areas in the sprawling 

luxury integrated resort. 

 

With the “Celebrations” package, a one-night stay at a Crown Resort room starts at P17,500 net 

and a two-night stay is at P26,000 net. Additional rates apply for upgrades to a Resort Studio or 

Resort Suite.  

 

For those who prefer to immerse themselves in an modern Japanese escape, the Nobu 

“Celebrations” package starts at P14,700 net for an overnight accommodation and P21,700 net for 

a two-night stay. 

 

Couples can likewise avail of Valentine’s Day spa packages from Crown Spa and Nobu Spa. The 

Crown Spa Sweet Escape offers a 90-minute treatment for two with complimentary gifts at  

P6,500++, which includes a 30-minute Rose Bath ritual in a hydrotherapy soaking tub, a 60-minute 

Rose Aroma massage, two complimentary glasses of champagne and one complimentary 

Aromatherapy Associates Deep Relax Bath and Shower Oil. This spa package is available until 

February 28, 2017. 

 



 

 

 

 

The Nobu Spa’s Sweet Escape Special comes with a 60-minute couples massage at P4,200.00++ 

which offers a full body massage in a Couples Suite, two complimentary glasses of wine, and a 

complimentary a stem of Red Roses. This Nobu spa package is also available until February 28, 

2017. 

 

For inquiries and reservations, guests can call 800 8080 or e-mail guestservices@cod-manila.com.  

 

### 

 

About City of Dreams Manila 

 

City of Dreams Manila marks the formal entry of Melco Crown Entertainment into the fast-growing 

and dynamic tourism industry in the Philippines. The integrated casino resort at Entertainment City, 

Manila Bay, Manila, officially opened its doors to the public in February 2015 and is operated by 

Melco Crown Philippines. 

 

The dynamic and innovative resort complex, located on an approximately 6.2-hectare site at the 

gateway to Entertainment City, includes the ultimate in entertainment, hotel, retail and dining and 

lifestyle experiences with aggregated gaming space, including VIP and mass-market gaming 

facilities with up to approximately 264 gaming tables, 1,535 slot machines and 114 electronic table 

games.  

 

The integrated resort features three luxury hotel brands: Crown, Nobu and Hyatt, and distinctive 

entertainment venues, including the family entertainment center DreamPlay, the world’s first 

DreamWorks-themed interactive play space; CenterPlay, a live performance central lounge inside 

the casino; and Chaos & Pangaea nightclubs situated at the Fortune Egg, an architecturally-unique 

structure, with creative exterior lighting design and an iconic landmark of the Manila Bay area. 

 

City of Dreams Manila delivers an unparalleled entertainment and hospitality experience to the 
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Philippines and is playing a key role in strengthening the depth and diversity of Manila’s leisure, 

business and tourism offering, enhancing its growing position as one of Asia’s premier leisure 

destinations. It has been developed to specifically meet the needs of the large, rapidly growing and 

increasingly diverse audience of leisure and entertainment seekers both in the Philippines and 

those visiting Manila from across the Asia region and around the world. 

 

About Melco Crown (Philippines) Resorts Corporation 

Melco Crown (Philippines) Resorts Corporation, with its shares listed on the Philippine Stock 

Exchange (PSE: MCP), is a subsidiary of Melco Crown Entertainment (SEHK: 6883; NASDAQ: 

MPEL). It has developed City of Dreams Manila, a casino, hotel, retail and entertainment integrated 

resort, which has three luxury hotels each with two towers, numerous specialty restaurants and bars, 

gaming and retail facilities, exciting entertainment venues including a family entertainment center, 

and a multi-level car park. For more information about Melco Crown Philippines, please visit 

www.melco-crown-philippines.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For media enquiry, please contact: 

Charisse Chuidian 

Vice President, Public Relations 

Tel: + 63 2 691 8819  

or mobile +63 917 557 1815  

Email: CharisseChuidian@cod-manila.com 

Romina Gervacio 

Director, Public Relations 

Tel: +63 2 691 8818 

or mobile +63 917 8519878 

Email: RominaGervacio@cod-manila.com 
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